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QUESTION 1

Your customer recently ordered for a 1-Gbps Fast Connect connection In ap-tokyo-1 region of Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI). They will us this to one Virtual cloud Network (VCN) in their production (OC1) tenancy and VCN In
their development OC1 tenancy As a Solution Architect, how should yon configure and architect the connectivity
between on premises and VCNs In OCI? 

A. Create two private virtual circuits on the FastConnect link. Create two Dynamic Routing Gateways, one for each
VCNs. Attach the virtual circuits to the dynamic routing gateways. 

B. You cannot achieve connectivity using single FastConnect link as the production and the development VCNs-are in
separate tenancies. Request one more FastConnect connection. 

C. Create a single private virtual circuit over FastConnect and attach fastConnect to either of the VCN\\'s Dynamic
Routing Gateway. Use Remote Peering to peer production and development VCNs. 

D. Create a hub-VCN that uses Dynamic Routing Gateway (DRG) to communicate with on-premises network over
FastConnect. Connect the hub-VCN to the production VCN spoke and with development VCN spoke, each peered via
their respective local Peering Gateway (LPG) 

Correct Answer: D 

There\\'s an advanced routing scenario called transit routing that enables communication between an onpremises
network and multiple VCNs over a single Oracle Cloud Infrastructure FastConnect or IPSec VPN. The VCNs must be in
the same region and locally peered in a hub-and-spoke layout. As part of the scenario, the VCN that is acting as the hub
has a route table associated with each LPG (typically route tables are associated with a VCN\\'s subnets). 

 

QUESTION 2

A data analytics company has been building Its now generation big data and analytics platform on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI). They need a storage service that provide the scale and performance that their big data applications
require such as high throughput to compute nodes with low latency file operations in addition, their data needs to be
stored redundantly across multiple nodes In a single availability domain and allows concurrent connections from multiple
compute Instances hosted on multiple availability domains. Which OCI storage service can you use to meet i his
requirement? 

A. Object Storage 

B. File System Storage 

C. Archive storage 
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D. Block Volume 

Correct Answer: B 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure File Storage service provides a durable, scalable, secure, enterprise-grade network file
system. You can connect to a File Storage service file system from any bare metal, virtual machine, or container
instance in your Virtual Cloud Network (VCN). You can also access a file system from outside the VCN using Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure FastConnect and Internet Protocol security (IPSec) virtual private network (VPN). Use the File
Storage service when your application or workload includes big data and analytics, media processing, or content
management, and you require Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX)compliant file system access semantics
and concurrently accessible storage. The File Storage service is designed to meet the needs of applications and users
that need an enterprise file system across a wide range of use cases 

 

QUESTION 3

You have been asked to review some network proposals by a major client. The client\\'s IT director needs to 

provision two Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) for a major application. Both applications use a large number of 

virtual machine instances, and so will ideally occupy VCNs with as many address spaces as possible. 

Additionally, in the future, VCN peering will be required to allow communication between the VCNs. 

Which of the following are valid IP ranges to consider for the VCNs? 

A. 10.0.0.0/24 and 10.0.1.0/24 

B. 10.0.1.0/24 and 10.0.1.0/27 

C. 10.0.0.0/16 and 10.0.64.0/24 

D. 10.0.0.0/8 and 11.0.0.0/8 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You are currently working for a public health care company based in the United Stats. Their existing patient records runs
in an on-premises data center and the customer is sending tape backups offsite as part of their recovery planning. You
have developed an alternative archival solution using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) that will save the company a
significant amount of mom on a yearly basis. The solution involves storing data in an OCI Object Storage bucket After
reviewing your solution with the customer global Compliance (GRC) team they have highlighted the following security
requirements: All data less than 1 year old must be accessible within 2 hour. All data must be retained for at least 10
years and be accessible within 48 hours AH data must be encrypted at rest No data may be transmitted across the
public Internet 

Which two options meet the requirements outlined by the customer GRC team? 

A. Provision a FastConnect link to the closest OCI region and configure a private peering virtual circuit. 

B. Create an OCI Object Storage Standard tier bucket Configure a lifecycle policy to archive any object that Is older than
365 days 
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C. Create a VPN connection between your on premises data center and OCI. Create a Virtual Cloud Network (VCN)
along with an OCI Service Gateway for OCI Object Storage. 

D. Provision a FastConnect link to the closest OCI region and configure a public peering virtual circuit 

E. Create an OCI Object Storage Standard tier bucket. Configure a lifecycle policy to delete any object that is older than
7 years 

Correct Answer: BD 

The Oracle Services Network is a conceptual network in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure that is reserved for 

Oracle services. These services have public IP addresses that you typically reach over the internet. 

However, you can access the Oracle Services Network without the traffic going over the internet. 

There are different 

ways, depending on which of your hosts need the access: 

Hosts in your on-premises network: 

-Private access through a VCN with FastConnect private peering or VPN Connect: The on-premises hosts use private
IP addresses and reach the Oracle Services Network by way of the VCN and the VCN\\'s service gateway. 

-Public access with FastConnect public peering: The on-premises hosts use public IP addresses. regarding which
Fastconnect Public peering: To access public services in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure without using the internet. For
example, Object Storage, the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Console and APIs, or public load balancers in your VCN.
Communication across the connection is with IPv4 public IP addresses. Without FastConnect, the traffic destined for
public IP addresses would be routed over the internet. With FastConnect, that traffic goes over your private physical
connection. so Answer 4 will be the best answer that meets the customer requirement A service gateway lets your
virtual cloud network (VCN) privately access specific Oracle services without exposing the data to the public internet. No
internet gateway or NAT is required to reach those specific services. The resources in the VCN can be in a private
subnet and use only private IP addresses. The traffic from the VCN to the Oracle service travels over the Oracle
network fabric and never traverses the internet. Object Lifecycle Management lets you automatically manage the
archiving and deletion of objects. By using Object Lifecycle Management to manage your Object Storage and Archive
Storage data, you can reduce your storage costs and the amount of time you spend managing data. 

 

QUESTION 5

A cloud consultant is working on implementation project on OCI. As part of the compliance requirements, 

the objects placed in object storage should be automatically archived first and then deleted. He is testing a 

Lifecycle Policy on Object Storage and created a policy as below: 

[ { "name": "Archive_doc", "action": "ARCHIVE", "objectNameFilter": { "inclusionPrefixes": "doc"] }, 

"timeAmount": 5, "timeunit": "DAYS", "isEnabled": true }, { "name": "Delete_doc", "action": "DELETE", 

"objectNameFilter": "inclusionPrefixes": [ "doc"] 1."timeAmount": 5, "timeunit": "DAYS", "isEnabled": true } 

What will happen after this policy is applied? 

A. All objects with names starting with "doc" will be deleted after 5 days of object creation 
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B. All the objects having file extension ".doc" will be archived for 5 days and will be deleted 10 days after object creation 

C. All the objects having file extension ".doc" will be archived 5 days after object creation 

D. All the objects with names starting with "doc" will be archived 5 days after object creation and will be deleted 5 days
after archival 

Correct Answer: A 

Object Lifecycle Management works by defining rules that instruct Object Storage to archive or delete 

objects on your behalf within a given bucket. A bucket\\'s lifecycle rules are collectively known as an object 

lifecycle policy. 

You can use a rule to either archive or delete objects and specify the number of days until the specified 

action is taken. 

A rule that deletes an object always takes priority over a rule that would archive that same object. 
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